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There has been considerable interest over the last decade in the development of models to predict 
conversion to open at laparoscopic cholecystectomy (CONV). This is of increasing relevance as 
trainees and younger surgeons have less exposure to Open Cholecystectomy. 
The Cairns Prediction Model (CBM), and the model produced by the West Midlands Research 
Collaborative using the CholeS dataset in the UK are described. They are both validated models and 
have a role to play. Analysis of the CholeS dataset suggests that it provides evidence to relate the 
notion of “ difficulty” to conversion risk. It also shows that as the cases become more difficult (as 
judged against the Nassar grade) conversion rates and complications increase  in the chole S dataset, 
but not in the Reference dataset of an expert surgeon. 
It is suggested that the models be used for ethical discussion with patients and the process of  
obtaining consent in the light of the notion of “material” risk. Further uses for the model are to 
arrange operation lists, to select day case procedures  and those for registrar training. Importantly it 
allows selection of difficult cholecystectomy for referral to expert surgeons. 
The term Selective Cholecystectomy is introduced to describe this approach. 
 
 
